INCIDENT REPORT

(DECEMBER 5, 2012 – MARCH 4, 2013)

Lemon Ag Services – January 25, 2013 – Waverly (Sangamon Co.): The incident involved the release of anhydrous ammonia from the storage tanks on the southwest side of the facility property. The RP constructed a temporary dam to prevent the migration of contamination. Excavation of impacted soil was recommended to be performed as soon as possible.

Tri-County Chemical – March 12, 2013 – Eldorado (Saline Co.): A mini-bulk container with 265 gallons of Roundup Power Max herbicide slid out of the back of the transport vehicle rupturing the tank. The incident occurred in town. Local police and fire responded immediately. The facility recovered approximately 165 gallons of pooled product and used absorbent material on the street to recover additional product. Absorbents were recovered and are in storage awaiting proper disposal. Facility personnel indicated that they did not think any of the original spill reached storm sewer inlets, however after recovery operations the fire department flushed the street with water. IDOA personnel visited the scene on March 13, 2013.